
ADA Web Compliance, What Level Describes Your Organization’s Website? 
 
As an HR professional, it’s important to make sure your organization is discoverable by 
everyone. That’s where ADA compliance comes in. For most HR pros, this is second-nature, but 
it’s important to stay up-to-date and reflect on best practices every now and then. Remember, 
under this law, any person with any sort of disability can file a complaint if they feel they’ve been 
discriminated against. If your business isn’t ADA compliant, you risk having to defend yourself 
against a legal claim, which can require a court appearance, legal costs, or both. Not to mention 
the reputational damages. 
 
Keep in mind, in order to be ADA compliant, your business must follow all guidelines laid out by 
the government, and sometimes that can be a lot to handle. To help, here’s your go-to 
breakdown of the different categories when it comes to WADC (Website ADA Compliance): 
 
Guidelines are categorized into three levels of compliance:  A (must support), AA (should 
support), and AAA (may support).  Representatives from the accessibility community around the 
world work together in order to evolve these guidelines. It’s important to think about which 
standard best describes your organization. Remember, one size doesn’t fit all, and that’s why 
we dive into these guidelines in the first place. 
 
The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) outline three standard conformance levels: 
A, AA, and AAA. Level A is weaker, while AAA is stronger. While you might instinctively want to 
strive for the strongest level, it is important to understand that the level of conformance can 
affect your site’s current design, feel and functionality. We’ve outlined a few things to consider 
when deciding which ADA level to strive for: 
 
Level A conformity has minimal effect, but also minimal impact. While WCAG 2.0 Level A allows 
screen readers to more effectively scan a site, it will not make your site compliant to the current 
standards the DOJ or lawyers want to see. Level A should be an indicator that there may be 
work to do to improve your site’s accessibility to a broader audience. 

Level AA is a happy medium. You’ll likely want to be at this level for the most basic compliance. 
If your business is at this level, you’re most likely in the clear and have little ADA compliance 
maintenance to do. Level AA compliance satisfies all Level A criteria and more, while still 
allowing for more flexible design choices, making this level accessible, but not too restrictive in 
its effect on your site design. This is the most common level of conformance.  

Level AAA is all-encompassing of conformance factors at the highest level. While this is the 
most comprehensive level of website conformance, it is also the most restrictive on key 
interactive elements which can contribute to the design and functionality of your site. It’s 
important when considering this level to think about what your website is trying to achieve, and if 
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it can do so with all of the restrictions it may face. Remember, just because this is the highest 
level, doesn’t mean it’s necessarily the best for your business. 

Truly, it’s about an internal evaluation, not only about the goals your organization has as a 
whole but specifically what your website is trying to accomplish, as well as who the messages 
are targeted to. Whether it’s determining where to start or getting some guidance on the best 
way to cross the compliance finish line, the Enquiron experts are here to help. 
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